HOLOCAUST MUSEUM
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t the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C., one is

®
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drawn to a hidden scene. The scene portrays an SS officer executing a prisoner behind a
building, implying that the murder is clandestine,

secret. However, a single spotlight literally sheds
light on the experience. The illumination invites

[n Washington D®C„ lighting reveals the

dehumanization of the Holocaust while

visitors to share the prisoner's trauma, fostering

a sense of empathy.
David Bobeck, the in-house exhibition light-

fostering compassion

ing designer with the museum, wanted visitors

to see things through the prisoners' eyes. What
BY LEONORA DESAR

would it be like to experience the oppression of

the barracks? To be one of the millions who were
dehumanized?
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Prior to the barracks' renovation, the museum

With that in mind, the renovated barracks tell

relied on artifacts to tell the prisoners' stories.

the stories of individuals. Visitors can put them-

Piles of bowls, shoes and other objects on loan

selves in the prisoners' shoes. They can try to

lnAuschwitz-Birkenau,

even the lighting was

part of the Nazis' system
of oppression. Track

from partner institutions were meant to convey

imagine the experience.

the scale of the atrocity. However, the obj.ects
could only be displayed for so long. Museum cu-

rators questioned whether there might not be a

infinite positioning

THE CREMATORIUM

gas chamber and crematorium was capable of

ate a more person:I experience because that's

killing more than 1,000 human beings daily. Miec-

what people can relate to," Bobeck says. ``When

zyslaw Stobierski, a Polish artist, created a scale

people see a pile of artifacts it just becomes a

model of Auschwitz's Crematorium 11 for display

pile of stuff. It's about something that happened

at the museum. Spanning the length of a room,

a longtime ago. But when you see one individual

the model depicts the execution process, from

object that has an actual story and person tied to

gas chambers to the cremation of dead bodies.

www,ies.orp]

options for lighting.

At the death camp in Auschwitz-Birkenau, each

stronger way to tell the story. "We tried to cre-

it, that's when you are able to identify."

provided more or less

Prior to the renovation, a handful of labels
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A model of Auschwitz's
Crematorium 11 depicts

the execution process.
Detailed labels and pho-

tography provide insight

into what the ordeal was
like for prisoners.

were placed high on the glass around the model's

sections required lighting from the side to avoid

perimeter. The labels provided basic information,

creating shadows and glare. The designers also

but without giving insight as to what the ordeal

relied on human nature. "If people see that their

was like for victims. Museum officials believed

head is making a shadow they'll adjust their posi-

that more information was needed, and pro-

tion until it isn't," Bobeck says.

vided more detailed labels, as well as additional

Throughout the barracks area, mounting the

photography mounted lower near the base of the

fixtures to track was the only viable option. The

model. ``We wanted to give people some kind of

team did not want to mar the historic barracks

context," Bobeck says.

by drilling and attaching fixtures. Track also pro-

To light the band of labels, Bobeck used in-

vided more or less infinite positioning options,

candescent PAR36 lamps with narrow spots and

which is especially critical for the changing na-

lateral spread lenses. "They are an incredibly ver-

ture of displays. "lt can be really difficult to pre-

satile lamp for exhibition lighting," Bobeck says.

dict beforehand exactly where you are going to

``The narrow spot in particular has a slightly oval

need light," Bobeck says. "You have to be versa-

beam that provides precise focus on areas of text,

tile and move lights around as needed to cover

as opposed to a round beam, where if you try to

the changing content."

spread it one way you'll have a certain amount of
spread and spill."

The existi ng track where the fixtu res were to be
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Bobeck set out to emulate the feel of nighttime

mounted posed a challenge. Installing new track,

camp lighting on the exterior of the barracks.

however, was not an option due to time and bud-

Nighttime illumination underscored one of the

get constraints, and glass around the model cre-

core facts about the death camps-namely, that

ated potential glare issues. To overcome these

everything, including the lighting, was about

challenges, the team used different strategies for

maintaining a system of oppression. "lt wasn't

each section of the label band. While in some ar-

like they just turned all the lights off and said,
`Time to go to bed.' There were spotlights and

eas they were able to shoot straight down, other
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The lighting team aimed

to show how the barracks

werenotjustwood
pieced together, but
part of the mechanized
assault on Holocaust
victims.

floodlights on the outside of the barracks so that

an opportunity for light and shadow to interact.

you couldn't go anywhere. If there was any move-

Two remote phosphor LED fixtures (Xicato) were

ment in the camp at night you were finished."

placed in the corner of opposing posts, with light

Bobeck used PAR38 halogen floodlights to cre-

intensity kept to a minimum. The fixtures high-

ate a sense of drama on the barracks' facades.

light the dimension and geometry of the barracks,

While the luminaires are not haphazardly arranged,

while maintaining the environment's solemnity.

they also do not provide an even wash. In some

places, light rakes the wood a bit more steeply, cre-

ating shadow and capturing the rough texture of

``People pay a lot of money to have timber

frame houses out in the country," Bobeck says.
``Architecturally, it's a very interesting thing to

FAST FACTS

The renovation

the planks. "We could havejust done an even wash

look at. But I didn't want to light it in such a way

across the front and sides, but we didn't because

where the reaction was, `Hey, look at this pretty

then you're just showing that it's a piece of wood.

timber framing.' That's not what it's about. We

ence for visitors.

You're not setting an emotional stage for people to

wanted to show that it was a system. It was I.ust

The ambi-

respond to. At the same time, we didn't want to get

another piece of the mechanized assault on hu-

ent lighting is

too theatrical. This is a reverent environment and

inanity that defined the Holocaust." I

creates a more
persona` experi-

suggestive of
nighttime illu-

we didn't want to overdo it."
"The barracks structure itself is important," Bo-

mination at the

death camps.

THE DESIGNER

beck adds. "We wanted to show that these things

i

weren't just slapped together-they were precise
kits built as part of a mechanized process to house
tens of thousands of prisoners at any given time."

David Bobeck, MemberlES(2007),
is

"+in

the

principal

exhibitions

light-

All fixtures are

mounted to

ing designer at the United States

tracks, allowing

Holocaust Memorial Museum in

for a wide range

Washington, D.C.

ofpositioning.

Timber framing inside the barracks provided
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